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“ . . .the American public has a continuing need 
for informational programs dealing with the 
central issues of our time.” 

                               KUT Founder, Robert F. Schenkkan and Hartford N. Gunn, Jr. writing to the New York Times. January 1973
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KUT is ready to build the radio station of the future—a highly visible, progressive, and 
interactive broadcast center that enables creative convergence, builds community, and 
affects change—in Austin and beyond.   

we are here (every day)

KUT is everywhere. We are the music, the news, the stories that connect Austin with the world, and 
the world with Austin. But while our virtual presence in the Central Texas community is strongly felt, 
our physical presence is limited, inaccessible, and outdated. 
 
KUT seeks $11 million to build the KUT Public Broadcast Center, a 20,000-square-foot facility in The 
University of  Texas College of  Communication’s Belo Center for New Media. Located at the prime  
corner of  Guadalupe and Dean Keeton, the KUT Public Broadcast Center will invite interaction in 
every facet of  KUT. 

With this new world-class facility, KUT will truly become a daily destination—not just on the radio 
dial—but a place that engages the community in an immersive media and learning experience unlike 
any other.  

More than 220,000 Central Texas citizens 
tune in to 90.5 FM each week. With online 

streaming and national productions, 
KUT reaches more than 500,000 

listeners each year.

KUT is routinely ranked among the top of more 
than 40 ranked stations in Austin for audience 
share. It is one of the best performing public 

radio stations in the country. 

KUT runs the largest public 
newsroom in the Southwest and 

has received more than 50 awards 
for journalistic excellence. 

KUT is the only radio station in Central Texas 
offering two HD Radio channels in addition 

to its main service – KUT2 all news and 
KUT3 mostly jazz.  

Podcasts of KUT content generate more than 
10,000 downloads a week. 
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KUT is one of the top 15 public radio stations in the country with 
an annual budget of over $6 million per year. More than $5 million 
comes from listeners and local businesses, and the remainder comes 
from The University of Texas, grants, and other revenue.
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Standing arm to arm, KUT’s audience would stretch over 500 miles. 

    Dynamic Growth

FY 2000
98,000 listeners
<5000 online
$3.2M

FY 2008
220,000 listeners
+ 360,000 online
167 countries
$6.1M

FY 2000 FY 2008
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we are here (and here and here and here) 

KUT is changing. We moved into our current facility in 1974. A station that began with a one-way radio 

signal and 20 employees now produces a vast and complex network of  interactive communication with the 

help of  more than 60 talented employees—most working from the same space we entered 30 years ago.

  

Today, KUT generates an incredible amount of  content—as well as multiple community services—in the 

face of  transformative industry change. Five decades of  growth have strengthened our ability to meet the 

challenges of  an ever-changing media environment while serving as a trusted public media institution and 

a valuable community partner.

We have an important public mission, yet we are sequestered in an inaccessible, anonymous building. To 

achieve our vision, we must make ourselves open, visible, and welcoming to the community we serve.

KUT produces content not just 
for radio, but also for podcasts, blogs, 

and Web features. This content is 
created by 60+ full- and part-time staff 
members working in a cramped 1970’s 

facility that did not contemplate—
and cannot accommodate—the 

explosion of digital media.  

KUT hosts 300 live, 
in-studio music performances 
every year, and its studios are 
frequently used for interviews 

with and by newsmakers, 
yet it has no waiting room or 

preparation space for the 
artists and leaders it 

hosts every day.

KUT has one of the largest per capita public radio listening 
audiences in the nation, yet it has no street presence and 
no visible indication that it is a radio station, or community 
institution of any kind.
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we are here (almost where we should be) 

KUT is ready. We are prepared to lead a new era in radio. The new KUT Public Broadcast Center will bring 

together—for the first time—production technology, music libraries, studio space, staff, and the community. 

In its design and function, it considers how we can best serve and involve our growing community for years 

to come.

       The KUT Public Broadcast Center emphasizes creative collaboration and expands community interaction. 

Far more than just more space, it enables an entirely new approach that will make KUT even more valuable 

and meaningful to our audiences.

       It will let us bring together creative and editorial production and delivery of  content in one interactive, 

dynamic space. It will let us take advantage of  the power and efficiency of  digital technology, generating 

content on multiple platforms for multiple audiences. It will be visible and accessible to the community, 

bridging constituencies and making community connections. It will demonstrate our work from the inside out, 

showcasing KUT as one of  the most creative, exciting, and community-focused public media organizations 

in Texas and the world. 

KUT hosts 300 live, in-studio 
music performances every year, more 

than any other radio station in the 
country (that we know of).

KUT runs the largest public 
newsroom in the Southwest and has 
received more than 50 awards for 

journalistic excellence.

KUT studios are in frequent 
use by NPR, the BBC, and 

many others, for interviews 
with the artists, educators, and 

newsmakers who make 
Austin home.

Produces nationally 
recognized docu-
mentaries in news 
as well as music

Staffs a Texas 
Capitol news bureau 
while legislature is 
in session

Produces kut.org 
and delivers more 
than two dozen 
podcasts and blogs

Operates three 
HD radio services 
in Austin

Delivers streaming 
radio content to 
listeners via an 
iPhone application

Partners with NPR 
on nprmusic.org 
and KUT mobile, 
providing access 
to news via mobile 
phones

Today’s KUT:

  

“KUT gives the public a voice and a stage. It is not restricted by country, category, or class. It stays involved 
in both the local and the national scene as it opens its doors to new artists and new works that would never 
be heard in the popular media. I consider KUT a local resource second only to water.”—Joe Ely

Studio 1A—one of the most famous recording and broadcast studios in Austin—will emerge from its rarely seen 
basement location to become a highly visible destination that welcomes the audience into the experience. 
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we are here (the KUT Public Broadcast Center) 
Now           Soon

FY08 
Expenses by Category: 
$5,980,296.56

Content and Service 
Delivery: $3,897,190.70

Resource Development 
and Listener Services:
$1,634,235.29

Administration and 
Service Strategy: $448,870.57 65%

8%

27%

85%

3%

12%
FY08 
Revenue Sources: 
$6,147,444.36

Listeners and Business: 
$5,240,000.00

Grants, Fees, and Other 
Revenues: $700,750.00

University of Texas: 
$206,694.36

 

Multiple control rooms will enable program preparation 
in one studio and broadcasting from another and will 
allow for operating more than one station

New Performance Studio is open to the public and 
smaller session studio is in full public view; both invite 
audience participation and interaction

Digital music library and listening room will 
expand access  

Staffed lobby with visible KUT brand and donor 
recongnition will welcome visitors

Community Engagement Room will encourage 
public interaction and involvement 

Green rooms will welcome performers and VIPs 
and provide preparation space for performances 
or interviews

Editorial conference room will enable daily news
planning and collaboration between staff departments

Multiple audio and video editing suites will facilitate 
expanded production

One dedicated, accessible, and visible interview 
studio used for national production with additional 
multi-purpose studios to increase capacity 

Beautiful naturally landscaped plaza and performance 
stage for public performances

15 intern work stations throughout the station will 
provide greater learning opportunities

KUT will be highly visible inside and out

One master control studio located two floors away from 
all other studios

One studio for music recording and broadcasting 
located in basement, separated from broadcast control 
and public view 

Cramped music library with CDs and albums 

No dedicated waiting/reception area 

No space for public participation 

No waiting space for guests  

No room for editorial meetings

One news production studio/editing booth 

One inaccessible interview studio for national guests 

 
No public performance space 

No dedicated space for interns 

No visibility 
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COMMUNITY ACT IV IT IES ORGANIZATIONAL ACT IV IT IES

Greater Capacity to Serve: Production, Service, and Community Interaction

Solid Financial Base

   

KUT reaches more than 220,000 Central Texans each week 

with distinctive programming and services, information, 

insights, and cultural experiences with a tangible impact. 

With the KUT Public Broadcast Center, we will continue 

to broaden our significant public service impact--now and 

for generations to come.
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Visible and Sustainable Location
Creative design and use of  space will showcase our work to 
the public and provide opportunities for direct interaction.

Creative and open workspaces will replace a traditional office 
structure to enable exciting and productive collaboration 
between all departments and the community.

As a part of  a larger institution, KUT can focus resources on 
programming and services rather than building operation and 
maintenance.

Designed for LEED certification as an environmentally 
responsible and sustainable building, and a healthy place to 
visit and work.

Performance Studio
A 72-seat Performance Studio will accommodate live 
audiences for KUT’s 300 annual in-studio performances.

Broadcast forum and performance space will invite the 
community into the station’s creative and editorial process.

Glass-walled studio looks out onto a beautiful, naturally-
landscaped plaza and outdoor performance stage.

Community Engagement Room
The Community Engagement Room will promote daily 
interaction between KUT and the public via forums, 
workshops, or events.

The Community Engagement Room will be available for 
local organizations to host general meetings and events.

Producer Commons 
An open, innovative, and technologically advanced 
collaborative work area brings together KUT’s newsroom, 
on-air hosts, music producers, program producers, online 
producers, and interns.

Every studio, control room, and producer desktop will be 
networked together—making every corner of  the station 
part of  a powerful integrated media production facility.

Studios will be on-air ready with the ability to immediately 
stream digital audio content to multiple platforms.

The facility will triple our current capacity to provide 
professional-level internships, offering critical hands-on 
education on the role of  responsible journalism.

we are here (a daily destination) 

KUT is changing. The KUT Public Broadcast Center will bring together production and delivery of  content  

in one interactive, dynamic space. It will utilize the power and efficiency of  digital technology to create 

content on multiple platforms for multiple audiences. It will demonstrate our work from the inside 

out, showcasing KUT as one of  the most creative, exciting, and community-focused public media 

organizations in Texas and the world.

Plaza and Outdoor Stage
A dramatic street-level plaza along Dean Keeton features a 
performance lawn with outdoor stage, beautifully framing 
a view into the Performance Studio.

Native landscaping will be sustained by captured water.

Auditorium
A 300-person auditorium in the Belo Center for New Media 
will be accessible for KUT to regularly host lectures, 
performances, and public discussions of  critical issues 
of  our community and time.

Green Room 
The KUT Green Room will provide a welcoming and comfortable 
space for guests —artists, authors, scholars, politicians, and 
newsmakers —to prepare for their appearances.

Production Studios 
New interview and performance spaces will create a positive 
and productive work environment for staff  as well as guests, 
including notable public figures that frequent KUT’s studios 
for interviews with various (national and international) media 
organizations such a NPR, PRI, and the BBC

Additional production studios—including two on-air control 
rooms—will meet KUT’s growing need to provide content to 
its multiple channels while continuing to expand its online 
presence and reach.

New space and technology will enable KUT to digitize 
content—including our entire music collection—and 
share our unique programming in multiple formats around 
the world.

FLOOR PL AN LEVEL 2                    FLOOR PL AN LEVEL 1

Studio 1-A

Community Room

Production Studios

Music Library

Green Room

Conference Room

Producers Commons

Belo Auditorium

Finance and
Development 

Plaza with 
Outdoor Stage
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we are here (with your help) 

KUT is Austin. We have represented the heart and soul of  Austin for 50 years, helping maintain our com-

munity’s unique identity in the face of  rapid growth. And while we’re extremely proud of  our past, we are 

even more excited about our future.

     As part of  the $54 million, 120,000-square-foot Belo Center for New Media, KUT will have an extraordi-

nary opportunity to shine. A landmark new building at a gateway to the University campus, the Belo Center 

will be the nation’s premier center for research and teaching on media convergence. The KUT Public Broad-

cast Center will embody the creativity, communication, and collaboration that are the keystones of  the Belo 

Center.

     Our vision is bold, but our potential is endless. The new KUT Public Broadcast Center will reflect our  

connection with and commitment to the community, welcoming and inviting collective inspiration.

We invite you to join us. 

“KUT is one of Austin’s most valuable treasures. By helping the station reach farther, 
we bring our community closer.”    —Ray Farabee, Chair, KUT Advisory Board  

In an endless sea of digital information,  
KUT will serve as a trusted guide— 
nurturing and sharing the most  
authentic and remarkable voices of 
our community and our world.

   —Stewart Vanderwilt, Director, KUT
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www.kut.org

KUT is one of the bright stars in the 

NPR network. The public broadcasting 

community looks to KUT as a leader in 

journalistic excellence and community 

service, which is why it’s essential to 

all of us that KUT continue to thrive. 

The new facility will enable KUT to set a 

standard for multi-platform production 

and community participation while 

covering the issues central to Austin 

and sharing them with the world.

—Vivian Schiller, President and CEO, 
National Public Radio


